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FOREWORD

"One of' the Qualities so necessary f'or your personal unfoldment is the cultivation of Happiness.
When one is sending forth that vibration it forms
a magnet over which other God-Gifts may flow into his world, and then going forth to bless the
masses. All Cosmic and Ascended Masters convey
Happiness to all Life as They pass through the
Universe.
I humbly suggest that you partake of some of
the buoyancy of' Life, as you practice the expansion of Happiness everywhere you go, and on
everyone, in simple ways at first and then in
a more intensified manner, until you build a
momentum of this so necessary Quality of making
ALL LIFE HAPPIER as a result of your presence
with them.
A happy person is welcome everywhere he goes,
and the radiation of welcome is that of Love.
This is not a "surfacew blessing but one which
enters ~nto and adds to the Cup of Happiness
which each of you carry within your blessed
hearts.

Publ11hod by

The New Age Church of The Christ
Kings Park, Long Island
New ~rk 11754 U.S.A.

I just wish to add a personal note, in that YOU
have added to the gathered momentum of Happiness
in My Being, and from this Fount, truly do I
bless All Life."
"I AM "
In the Spirit of Grace -AEolus, Cosmic Holy Spirit

DEDICATION

This booklet is lovingly dedicated to the "seed"
of God-Happiness which naturally abides within
every human heart and to the Beloved Ascended
Master, Lord Ling, God o:· Happiness. It is the
decree of God, the Infinite Cosmic "I AM" Presence, that this "seed" shall be nourished, developed, expanded and bear manifest fruit now,
in the beings and worlds of all the evolutions
. the Earth, on the Earth and in Its Atmosphere.'
1n
To this end, Lord Ling, God of Happiness, Fun
(one of His many assistants) and the Cosmic
Spirit of Happiness from the Hearts of Helios
and Vesta NOW direct into your feeling worlds
that Happiness which you have sought all through
the centuries. Thus this Cosmic Momentum expands
that "seed of Happiness within you until you
have become the full, manifest expression of
Divine Happiness which can never be interferred
with or destroyed by human creation of any kind!

Wey,

The world today, with all its restless peoples,
requires the God Gift of Joy and Happiness.
Accept the opportunity of being a radiating center from whence that Happiness flows into the
emotional, mental, etheric and physical strata
in which mankind abide.
Open yourselves, dear readers, to the Radiation
of Happiness, Let that Happiness, through you,
fill your homes, worlds and affairs. Then, on
a larger scale, that Happiness will truly add
to the Joy of the World!
THOMAS PRINTZ
Editor
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Address by

THE BELOVED ASCENDED MASTER
GOD LING
I

Beloved Friends of Light, you who have sought
Happiness for many ages, you - who, especially
in this western world, have even been assured
the right to pursue Happiness through your laws
-- today I have become the Pursuer and you are
now the pursued!
I shall endeavor to draw into the activity of
the atmosphere of Earth the buoyancy and the vibrant Joy and Happiness which is in the Ascended
Masters' Octave. I shall use your inner bodies
and your physical vehicles to direct the pressure
and the power of Happiness - first into the student body; then into mankind at large; into imprisoned life everywhere and into every focus
where shadows still remain, - bringing the inner
and outer vehicles into harmony with their own
Christ Selves.
Beloved Ones, Happiness is a most positive
quality! It is a vibratory action which must
be sought out and practiced by the outer self
when that outer self has sunk below the Natural
vibration of the Holy Christ Consciousness.
Happiness does not just happen! Happiness must
be cultivated through the control of the thought
processes; through the control of the feeling
world; through the control of the process of
memory and through the control of the physical
vehicle as well.
It is time now for all people and for the
student body as a whole to come into the vibratory action which alone can bring World and
l

Universal Peace!
It is time now to accept within the cells of your inner vehicles that vibration which it is My privilege and honor to bring.
I represent the Guardian Power of all the Happiness that has been drawn forth and radiated upon
this Earth, as well as in the Ascended Master
Octave and in the Angelic Kingdom. Every being
(Ascended and otherwise) who radiates the power
and pressure of Happiness, adds to the sum total
of that full gathered cosmic momentum which it
is My responsibility to direct back into the
soul of this world, as well as into the individual souls of men.
Will you not help me now by trying to tune
up your mental bodies to the receptivity of the
idea that serving God and your fellowman can be
a joyous experience - a way and means by which
you may balance your own Karmic debt to the Universe as well as lighten the load of your fellowman? Will you not cooperate by opening your
feeling world to the acceptance of a buoyancy
and joy within the feelings, so that I may use
you as a conductor to carry My radiation forth
into the inner bodies of the race? Will you not
let go in your etheric bodies of the memories
of past failures, disillusionments and depressions?
We have come - various Members of Our Brotherhood, time after time, in an endeavor to pez-suade

you to let go of the accumulation of the ages
which you have drawn around yourselves; yet you
hold so tightly in mind, in feeling and in memory to those very vibrations which keep you in
unnecessary limitation.
Open yourselves, beloved ones, to that pressure of Happiness that We bring, and just like
2

little children let go of that wall of resistance
which is between you and Ourselves! What do you
expect, dear ones, when you come into Our Presence? How much do yQu honestly expect within
your hearts that you are going to receive?
How
deeply have you plumbed the recesses of your
outer consciousness for the realization that the
Flame of the Master~s Presence is a pressure of
energy which can and will requalify the vibratory action of your vehicles permanently -- if
you choose to accept it!
Because you do not enter the marble gates
of the temples of the East - because you do not
stand in your physical bodies in the magnificent splendor of Darjeeling --- the outer self
takes a rather lethargic view of the "communion"
between God and man. In this lethargy, the shell
around the outer personality 1s sucn tnat very
little of that which might be given can penetrate through the free-will barrier.
Yet that human resistance is not a conscious
activity. It is more an unconscious acceptance
of things as they seem - an unconscious acceptance of memory wherein you think promises were
not fulfilled (but which are chiefly due to human resistance) - so that the soul has become
bogged down with the acceptance of the fact that
life, for the most part, will proceed on an even
tenure, progressing with no great rapidity to
freedom! Now let us change all this! You are
in the position of leading men and women from
darkness and bondage into a Promised Land of
Freedom and Light. I know that position well!
I have gone through the experiences! They are
written into My heart. By reason of· those experiences during My incarnation as Moses I forfeited My Own Ascension at that time. I let a
3

sense of rebellion, a sense of worry, a sense
of over-responsibility to My charges, through
those forty long years as we journeyed in the
wilderness, overcome the natural buoyancy of
Happiness in My association with God and the
Angelic Messengers Who walked before us as a
Pillar of Fire by night and the Pillar of White
Mist by day.
At the close of that long and arduous mission
(exodus from Egypt)
though My eyes could see
the glory of the land toward which I had led
the reluctant feet of My followers, toward which
I had prodded them, pushed them, and persuaded
them for long, long years, I did not enter then
into that land - but I have asked that I might
come and, by bringing the remembrance of My Own
experience to you, that I might help you to avoid
the necessity of postponing your Eternal Freedom
by completing in Happiness that which you may
wish to do for duty's sake!
In those ages of which I speak, almost all
of you were present - some of you were among the
bands of Israel; some of you are among the household of the Pharaoh; some of you were Egyptians
of title and some of you of slavery status.
I
was raised, you remember, in that embodiment in
comparative peace and luxury as an adopted Son
of Pharaoh's household. Then there came a restless stirring within My heart as the feeling of
a mission caused Me to renounce the idle life
which I lived in the Pharaoh's court.
During the time that I retired to the desert
I had the great experience of having had the mist
of maya taken from My eyes and I was enabled to
see for a moment within the flaming pillar of
Light one of the Angels of Lord Michael's Legions.
4

From the lips of that Angel did I hear those
words of God which were to send Me back to bring
a reluctant people upon a dangerous journey with
very little proof except the Faith in the reality
of My Own experience to go upon.
I was at that time a timid man! I had, as
you have been told, a certain impediment of
speech and was neither eloquent of tongue nor
by nature and soul designed to be a leader of
men. I did beg of the great Lord of Hosts and
the great mighty Infinite Source that someone
else in My place should be given such a mission
to accomplish. Those of you who are familiar
with the text of your Bible know that al though
the mission was accomplished through My lifestream, through the mercy of the Law My brother
Aaron became My mouthpiece and through his strong
words the message of the Most High was conveyed
in a positive consciousness to the people of
that era.
Beloved ones,we were individuals like yourselves; individuals who had perceived a portion
of the Divine Plan as the folds of maya partedwe were individuals who worked with our own Karma
not yet transmuted. With a vast host of untrained and discontented lifestreams, we set
forth upon a great and hazardous journey - and
it was not long before the pangs of hunger, the
heat of the Sun, the discomfort of walking through
the desert sands began to pall upon the outer
bodies of the people and the personal desires
of those whom I had brought from the comparative
safety of their chains made them wish to turn
back. Again, again and again through the assistance of the Cosmic Law, miracles and marvels
were performed to bolster their Faith ••••• They
were fed with the manna; they were given fresh
5

water •••• Yet no sooner was My consciousness directed upward for that contact with the Godhead
which was essential to prepare those who would
follow after Me - no sooner had My Consciousness raised up - no sooner had I entered in
communion with the Lord then back they went into
those practices and vibratory actions which they
had accumulated through the centuries!
As the years passed and as I endeavored to
keep that contact with the Lord of Hosts and endeavored to write upon the records of the day
those Commandments and those fiats which were to
be the foundation for the Jewish Dispensation
and that two thousand year cycle - as I endeavored to do that and keep these undisciplined
people from returning again only to be "swallowed
up" into the imperfection of the past 9 I lost

My sense of patience, My sense of buoyancy and
Happiness and I became as an individual who had
lost the true way! I was told later, by our
Angelic Guardians, that the journey which took
us forty years to accomplish could have been
completed in seven years or less if we had not
had the doubts, the fears, the grumblings and
all of the vibration which represented the condition of the· inner and outer vehicles of undisciplined men to handle and which was too much
to sublimate in a short period of time without
the conscious use of the Sacred Fire of Purification.
So, beloved ones, after that embodiment
when Joshua walked before the individuals who
had accomplished the journey into the "Promised
Land", I had to re-embody and learn to live in
love and grace in order to complete My pattern
and to fulfill God's Will in mastery!
6

Many of you know that I was privileged to
enjoy the radiation of the Beloved Buddha, a9
His friend and disciple , Amanda, whose great power
of magnetizing grace and radiating its essence
raised all around Him into a like state of bliss.
In that association with Lord Buddha, in that
close communion with His heart and soul and
spirit, I was enabled to finish the course of
My life upon this Earthplane.
It was at that time that I took upon My shoulders the full responsibility of the Chohanship
of the Fifth Ray, holding it through My Consciousness until the beloved Apostle of Jesus Paul (Saul of Tarsus) took it over. It is always
My great honor and privilege, whenever given
opportunity, to direct to the founders and students of religious orders of every kind the FEELing of that happy, joyous energy which is essential
for their salvation. Even though the mission
may be accomplished; even though the work may
be well done; if those -co re s of unhappiness within one's own vehicles are not transmuted and
raised - somewhere, someday, sometime, at inner
levels or on Earth - one must learn the law of
grace, Happiness, love and joy in service!
There is as much difference between Happiness
and giddiness as there is between Light and darkness. Happiness is a very positive quality but
its possession demands the absolute control of
the energy which flows through the lifestream.
In the expression of the opposite extreme (which
borders on hysteria) the individual has no control and the consciousness knows not exactly
what it will do from moment to moment.
Mankind,

experimenting with the development
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of Happiness, so often come rather into that
state of "giddiness", let us call it for lack
of a better name. Now, that is a dangerous
state of consciousness and one against which I
wish to warn you as you experiment with the draw-

ing out of a joyous feeling from within yourself!
You can recognize the vibratory action of
anyone who is in masterful control of his energy
by the buoyant radiation of perfect Happiness
which is always poised - always in control of
the words and actions which can create fun, joy
and Happiness for others at no one's expense.
Then you have the uncontrolled activity of "showing off", shall We say, which causes energy to
vibrate but the consciousness has no poise and
very often the barbed word, the unkind gesture,
and mimicry result. This is an INVERSION of Our
Divine Activity of Happiness.
In this room there are none who are so undeveloped as to draw that Flame of Happiness
through them and find themselves becoming hysterical. However, in your dealings with the mass
of mankind, when you wish to radiate Happiness,
be very careful as you expand it into an indiviual or a group, because it has an activity within it that will often stir up the uncontrolled
emotions and thought patterns of the undeveloped.
So, be very careful with your invocation of that
Flame of Happiness until you learn first how to
draw it in, through and around yourselves in
perfect and almighty poise!
Now you are going to have an assignment - a
definite and specific assignment. If you were
within any of Our Retreats you would be given
an assignment a day and you would perhaps be
given one by which you would have to produce a
8

specific effect. If you were not able to complete the assignment within the time allotted
for the task, you would perhaps be dropped from
the Retreat and would be obliged to return to
the world. (Of course I do not mean that your
assignment would always be the creation of Happiness).
You have had an assignment for eighteen or twenty years to use that Violet Fire until shadows
no longer remained around you. Yet at the end of
this period that assignment still remains unfilled! You are trying, true, but perhaps too
hard. Now I am going to give you an assignment
which I ask you to work upon for a week (seven
full days).
I am going to ask you to control
your four lower bodies and see if you can kee·~
them in a vibration of undisturbed Happiness.
That does not sound like such a large assignment, does it?
Now, how are you going to keep happy? I-t will
be a wonderful project for you thinking about
it alone, because if you can keep yourself happy
for a week, when the masses come to you for the
exodus from their chains, you will have a momentum builded. If I could have kept those people
happy after I got them out of the confines of
Egypt, I could have taken them in seven years
or less into the Promised Land! If I could have
kept Myself happy, I perhaps then could have
kept them happy - do you see? Thus, you may
reap where I have sown and while I wept bitter,
salty tears at seeing those who had worked under
Me go past Me into glory and into the fulfillment, may you stand with smiling faces and move
with your phalanx into victory!
Now,

keeping happy,

beloved ones, is not a
9

foolish idea. It is a discipline which is going
to call to your attention the tremendous laxity
with which your consciousness has dealt with
your lower bodies and the tremendous tenacity
that those lower bodies have to act independently of your self-conscious direction! Wait
and see! Tomorrow morning you will think of Me
even more powerfully than you are thinking of Me
today! Now! if you can keep your mind free of
one thought that is worrisome, critical, doubting
or distressing, you will have donea lot. __If
you can do that for five minutes, and then if
you can do it for seven days, you can do it forever! Now watch your mental processes when you
awaken! It may not be too difficult until you
contact your first human being. Then -- watch
out! Watch the reaction of your mental body
and you may see a cause for unhappiness, because
that discordant thought emits vibration and color
and adds to the shroud which weighs down your
energies.
Then ••. watch your Q.!!!l feelings. Watch your
feelings under pressure and you will see what
your feeling world still has within it when it
is crossed. If you can keep your fee1ings happy,
whether you have your way or not, for five minutes under pressure, you can do it longer; and
if you can do it for seven days you will never
go back to a state of allowing your feelings to
become turbulent because of any appearance. If
you can keep the mind from turning backward to
the etheric memories of injustice - this is something that the student body does not indulge in
because you are so busy - but individuals that
have a great deal of spare time and allow the
mind to turn back and dwell upon past events, add
so much to the unhappiness of today through the
memor-Le s of the past.
10

In the Ascended State it was My desire to
reach through to mankind and show them something
of the experiences that the soul goes through
after passing out of the body when they are
Earth-bound; when they become Sleepers. You will
remember that, in the thirteenth century, through
the kind offices of the Italian poet,Dante, I
was enabled to free that soul sufficiently so
that he could bring back some experiences and
write them on +~e Book of Life for man to see.
Mankind, however, took them ju9t as a beautiful
piece of literature and few realized that it
was My endeavor to waken the souls of men while
their bodies were still usable, so that they
could prevent similar conditions from taking
place in their lives.
Now, beloved ones, in this Activity, if you
will with Me draw the power of Happiness into
mankind's experience. We shall endeavor to anchor that current of radiation into the mental
and feeling worlds of the student body which
it must have! Physically, too, you may have
conditions which require certain control so that
you do not feel depressed by them. Once in every
twenty-four hours I shall come, with your permission, into your auras, individually, and look
upon your accomplishment along this line of that
period. We shall see what seven days will bring!
Expect Me daily and I hope that My coming will
give no sense of strain; no sense of self depreciation nor of condemnation, if you don't have
a perfect record. I hope that you will not brush
aside My offer, because it is an im:p,•rta:r-i.t ene
for you in the service which you ~re y,et v•
render.
Thanking you for your kind and willing cooperation in helping Me to spread Happiness to ALL!
11
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THE BELOVED ASCENDED MASTER
GOD LING
II

.•.

Dearly beloved Children of Light! I am come
today through the gracious Love of the Great
Cosmic Law to bring to you the vibratory action
of the buoyancy of joy and Happiness which is
within the use of life. The feeling of God-Happiness is the feeling which you all had origin~
ally, when you first came forth from the bosom
of the Eternal Father-Mother God and knew yourselves as individualized consciousnesses ,with
the power to think, feel, speak and act.
When within that glorious "I AM" Intelligence
you felt the first stirring of life within your
own mental and emotional bodies and when you realized that you had been endowed with the Father's
infinite gifts of life, (especially that gift
of your use of free-will), the first vibration
to register within your auras was that of Happiness -- Happiness in the realization that you
had been given the gift of individualization!
With such realization came the feeling of great
joy in knowing that, through this gift of Divine
Love, you had become a co-creator with the One
Eternal Father-Mother of the Universe; co-creator with the Seven Mighty Elohim of Creation;
with all the Ascended Beings is to ever widen
and expand the perfection of God and His Kingdom.
Thus, dear ones, you dwelt at Inner Levels
for aeons of time in great innocence and Happiness. You knew no disappointment of or disillusionment in the use of life; no matter in what
Sphere you dwelt -- whether it was the First
13

Sphere of Faith r the Second Sphere of Illumination
and Wisdomr the Third Sphere of Divine Love;
the Fourth Sphere of Puri tyr the Fifth Sphere of
Science and Truth; the Sixth Sphere of Ministration and Peace; or the Seventh Sphere of Invocation of Rhythm and the Divine Alchemy produced
by the use of the Violet Transmuting Flame of
Cosmic Christ Mercy, Forgiveness and Compassion.
In these Spheres you knew naught but victorious
accomplishment.
Therefore, the feelings of
buoyancy and joy of life were strong within you!
All Came Here In Happiness
So, in Happiness, you applied to your Source
for the opportunity to embody upon this dear
planet.
In loving gratitude, you received this
Gift and so came to Earth through the gates of
physical birth for the express purpose of manifesting and expanding the glory of God right here.
Your own Beloved "I AM" Presence provided you
with perfect and beautiful physical forms in
which you were able to sustain and expand the
perfection of life on the surface of this planet
where unascended humanity dwelled and where you
took embodiment to serve. You were shown how
to take a Divine Idea; fashion a beautiful thought
-form from it; then hold it in your mental body
and nourish it with your feelings until it manfested as a lovely jewel,
a flower, a song or
perhaps a lovely Temple o;f Light. Whatever picture was given into your consciousness which you
wished to bring into outer manifestation, - just
naturally you had the Power to bring forth direct from the Universal. Here, again, you were
filled with the feeling of Happiness ~hrough
the experiencing of victorious accomplishment!
14
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In the sight of God, that is still your Divine
Heritage ••• It is a part of your original Divine
Plan and is the reason why, in the consciousness
of all those who are awakening from the soul
-sleep of the ages, there is the feeling that
"something is missing" from their worlds. That
which is missing is the sustained feeling of
buoyancy and absolute certainty of God-accomplishment, right here in this world of form.
First Awareness of Disappointment
In the many long ages which followed after
your corning into embodiment, you lived - experiencing the Happiness and full Perfection of
God's Will for you. It was not until later, when
you eventually accepted the radiation of the
feelings of discord created by the "laggards"
from other Stars, that certain limitations made
themselves manifest in your experience because
of your acceptance into your world of those shadows from others. It was then - and then only that you first began to qualify your life energy
with the feeling of disappointment. That happened the very first time the Perfection of your
Divine Idea ( which had been released to you by
your Holy Christ Self) became blurred by the
imposition upon it of the shadows in your thinking processes. Your feelings then pouring into
that distorted image did not rush forward in
the joy of conscious mastery to fill that form
with Light.
That was when you first began to experience
the feeling of unhappiness. This feeling, being
of too slow a rate of vibration to keep you in
conscious connection with the perfection of your
Source, made you feel a sense of separation in
consciousness from your own God-self. After many
15

Remember, dear ones, within your etheric bodies
is the record of everything you have experienced
from before the time of your first embodiment
here to. the present. Thus there is registered
in your etheric bodies every constructive as
well as discordant thought, feeling, spoken word
and deed you have ever seen, heard,felt, spoken
or done during your embodiment in this physical
appearance world; together with all your glorious experiences at Inner Levels between embodiments and all the victorious accomplishment of
every Ascended Master which you contacted at
Inner Realms; which radiation of perfection you
absorbed into your etheric body in which you
abided in the Inner Realms between embodiments.
This is especially true where your lifestream
had worked with Those Ascended Ones while They
were still in physical embodiment here before
Their Ascension; or after Their Ascension, when
you worked with Them in your finer bodies while
the physical slept; or when you were serving
Their Cause in the Inner Realms between embodiments.

ages of profitless living, the Wisdom of the
Great Cosmic Law found it necessary to decrease
the flow of primal life into your body, mind and
world which, originally, had been given into
your keeping for constructive creation only.
Therefore, your "Silver Cord" was gradually diminished in size and thus less and less of that
glorious primal life flowed through you. Thus the
shadows expanded and expanded -- your creations
became more and more imperfect. It was then
that you entered into a compromise with the outer
world of appearances. The result was that your
energies began to slow down through the acceptance into your four lower bodies ( physical,
etheric, mental and emotional) of the feelings
of discouragement and lethargy; rather than the
positive feelings of Creative Power with which
you originally had been endowed.
Importance of Attention
Now, beloved, the four lower bodies upon
which you are presently working so industriously
to purify and raise, are constantly absorbing
the substance of the Realms with which they are
connected through your attention. For instance,
your etheric body is, by nature, a magnet and
when the consciousness is raised to the Ascended
and Angelic Hosts, that etheric body will draw
into itself the radiation of the Higher Spheres
of Light. Conversely, when the attention is
turned outward into the world of destructive
human creation, it will draw into itself the
feel1ngs and manifestations of discord which are
in the physical appearance world. This effluvia
is then imposed upon and wedged in between the
tiny electrons of God's pure Light as they endeavor to spin around their central core in the
atom. This slows down their vibratory action ••
16

Greater Faith Because of Great Purification

.•.

You, together with the other lifestreams in
embodiment today who have come to a point of
illumination where you at least believe in Cosmic
Beings, Ascended Masters and Angelic Host and
in the ability of a God-free Being to speak
through one in unascended form who has been prepared to receive Our words, -- you today have
been freed from much of the accumulation of
this psychic substance of discord of the outer
world. Were this is not so, your mental bodies
would be so closed and locked against the vibratory action of the Ascended Host that for you
We have no reality at all.
17

Think of the millions of people who dwell in
large cities and yet the student of the Light
in those places who believe in Us represent just
a mere "handful" of people, as it were. However,
you know that your four lower bodies are much
more purified than the mass of mankind because
of your faithful use of the Violet Flame all
through the years,· and for this we are so grateful.
This purifying activity of the Violet Fire is
much more scientific and exact than any of the
so-called "sciences" in your outer physical world
today. This law is not only based upon but is
actually God's Truth in itself!
This instruction is simply the Law of Energy
and Vibration. Energy which is Life is the body
of God Himself and is everywhere present. Vibration sets that energy into action. The rate of
vibration at which energy is caused to move determines the type of manifestation it will produce. So, it is simply a matter of consciously
governing the rates of vibration at which you
allow your life to express; raising or lowering
it by your attention upon that which you wish to
draw into your world. Dis-ease and distress of
every kind (physical, mental, emotional and financial) are produced in your world by allowing
your energies to vibrate too slowly. On the
other hand, the Perfection which comes with Godmastery of your own life constantly flowing into
and through you, can also be produced for you
by keeping your attention upon the constructive
activities and qualities of life which bring to
you God-mastery. To this end, We (the Ascended
Host and All Who serve with Us) are ready and
willing to give to you at your call (through
radiation) Our feelings and actual substance,
18

qualified with Our masterful feelings of victory.
In order to be able to serve you thus. We must
have your attention rhythmically upon Us for a
few moments each day, as your attention upon Us is
the Open Door into your world and gives Us entrance into your energies there. Giving your
attention to us and Our perfection every day,
together with your faithful daily use of the
Violet Transmuting Flame, will keep the vibrations of your physical and inner bodies vibrating rapidly enough to
repel the slower rates
of destructive human consciousness.
To have the benefit of the full release of
perfection from your Holy Christ Self, you must
speed up the vibrations of each , :· your four lower bodies to their highest po, sible potential.
Your emotional body is the lar, ;:;;t of' your four
lower vehicles, for it contains a Jout eighty percent of' the energies of' the outer consciousness.
It extends the farthest out from the physical
form and therefore is the first one which is touched by the energies of the outer world. Ofttimes
you feel the pressure of emotional irritation
long before thought itself' is able to distinguish
from whence that feeling came; whether it came
from your own world or the world of' another.
Mantle of Light - Protection and Magnat
The protection one receives from the use of
the Mantle of Light is so important here as Its
Presence shield one's world from the destructive
creations in the atmosphere in which he or she
must move in this octave. This Mantle of Light
is instantly and perfectly formed about you when
you call to your own Beloved "I AM" Presenc~ to
do so. Were you to remain wholly harmonious
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thereafter within it, that Mantle of Light would
be an invincible and eternal protection to you.
However,
since you have complete use of your
God-given Gift of free-will, you may qualify
energy any way you please. Then when you are
inharmonious in thought, feeling, spoken word
and deed within that Mantle of Light,
it is
broken through and you are again vulnerable to
those destructive creations made up of the lower
vibrations of distress about you.

world) with His or Her Grace and :feeling of that
Virtue so that, thereafter, that Grace and Virtue
become your own! In this way, you more quickly
build a pressure of the feeli~g of that Godvirtue from inside yourself which will radiate
forth to the mankind of Earth - especially those
whom you contact directly.

·1
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Your Mantle of Light is not only a protection
but can also be qualified as a magnet of Light
which will draw to you any and all good you may
require to make you able to fulfill your Divine
Plan more easily and express more of the glory
of God's Kingdom here on Earth. Please experiment with this, dear friends!
Stay with the
project of magnetizing one particular God-virtue
of expression until it has manifested through
you and your world.
You may also intensify your protection by
calling to enfold your outer form in the luminous
Presence
of blazing white Light of the Beloved
Jesus, Myself or any other Ascended Master.
This not only protects you from the discords in
which you move, but it also increases your feelings of mastery and acts as a magnet to draw to
you the good you desire and require to fulfill
your reason for being.
Always remember that the "drive and power of
the human will alone may bring temporary accomplishment for you, but that will not be permanently sustained! However, you may freely express
any God-virtue or perfection you desire by calling to the particular J\laster Who is the victorious embodiment of that Virtue and, at your call,
He or She will fill your emotional body ( feeling
20
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Develop Feelings of Sustained Happiness
In general, mankind are a very unhappy lot!!
If you could see from Inner Levels as We do the
tears which flow and the cries and feelings of
despair which radiate from just one large city in
one day, you would know more of what I mean. Mankind has sought Happiness along every avenue of
emotional indulgence and pastime; in mental and
physical impurity, but - there is no permanent
Happiness for any lifestream until one finally
comes again before the Throne of his own Divinity
and humbly makes the complete surrender of his
outer self thereto; until he asks the Father of
Life to illumine him as to his reason for being
and a'l Lows.h i.s mental body to receive the reply
from his presence, which reply will likely flow
forth as ideas and illumination to his outer
mind. Then the emotional body should develop
those ideas in loving, grateful enthusiasm, the
etheric body should register them within its
substance; and the outer consciousness, through
the physical body, should make those ideas and
instructions practical, bringing them into form
which can be used for the blessing of all. We
would appreciate it so much if you were to continue to call for the purification and illumination of the people of this planet and ask your
own Beloved "I AM" Presence to make you actual
radiating Suns of the feelings of God's Divine
Love, Light and Happiness. In this way, any and
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all who touch your aura (atmosphere) will be instantly and permanently assisted by the illumination of their consciousness which will release
them from their distresses; illumining them as
to the cause of those distresses and then, being
shown the Truths of existence, they will be more
easily able to accept those Truths and thereafter
make conscious endeavor not to repeat those
causes again.
Perfect Yourself on One Virtue at a Time
Decide just what particular God-virtue you
wish to embody, dear hearts, and then stay with
the drawing forth of that Virtue until it outpictures through you and you have become an
example of that Perfection to all life.
For instance,
if you wish to embody the God-virtue
of Happiness which it is My pleasure and privilege to release into your worlds while you are
reading My words - THINK UPON THAT VIRTUE OFTEN
and, through your own Beloved "I AM" Presence,-

call to Me to give you My feeling of its reality
and use to lift the weight of discord from yourselves and from your fellowman.
Think often of the feeling of Happiness which
fills your own "I AM" Presence whenever It recalls that this is your last embodiment here and
that you will soon be coming Home into Its Heart
- to go out no more!
Think upon the feelings
of Happiness of the Beloved Sanat Kumara in His
recent freedom from His exile of millions of
years upon this dear Earth. Think also upon
the Happiness of His Beloved Twin Flame, the
lovely Venus, as well as the Happiness of Their
people when at last Their Great Lord returned
triumphant to His Own Star! Think of the Happi22

ness of the soul when it is freed from the heavy
garment of flesh which it has worn so long!
Please, dear friends, stay with the expanding
of your feelings of Happiness consistently for
let us say, just seven days and see what won~
ders it will work in your own world and environment. Your ability to hold the peace against
the outer pressures of discordantly qualified
energy which you contact from day to day will
determine your mastery over your emotional ( feeling) world. Be alert against allowing to act
in or through your world, the feelings of sudden
anger or depression; also, do not allow yourself
to resurrect from your etheric body ( memory
world) the hurts, seeming injustices , disillusionments and disappointments of this life alone
- let alone those you have previously lived!
Permit entrance into your mind only of those
pictures and ideas which will increase your
capacity for Happiness and which will enable
you to bless the life you contact with harmony
and peace; thus also increasing your capacity
to hold the Immaculate Concept for all you meet.
This is not easy, because for ages your blessed
senses have judged according to appearances.
Now, won't you please let Me help you to
arise into the dignity and mastery of feeling
which completely controls those four lower
bodies? So often We have seen the students
making application in such a haphazard manner,
endeavoring to cover too many points of mastery
at once. It is far better to stay with one application until one has mastered that particular
virtue. As a result of so doing the feelings
of confidence and victory which would enter
those four lower bodies would be the reward in
themselves for the endeavors made.
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When the thought and feeling world of an
individual are filled with the vibrations of
heaviness and depression which are always floating about in Earth's atmosphere (especially in
large cities) can you comprehend how much of
that psychic substance is drawn into the four
lower bodies, through the magnetizing power of
one's attention?
Insulate Your World Against Discord!
I am sure you have all had the experience of
leaving your home feeling perfectly well and
happy. Then, upon stepping out of your home and,
perhaps just walking down the street or entering
some public conveyance, suddenly it seemed as
though you were enveloped in a cloud of some
unhappy pressure of energy which feeling was not
your own for your did not know its presence until
you contacted the world of others.
When this has taken place, it simply means
that the electrons within the atoms of your various bodies have been slowed down by the very
weight of this pressure and your whole world is
thus uncomfortably affected. Should such a thing
happen to you in the future, just square your
shoulders and, holding yourself in a positive
attitude, call again silently for your Mantle
of Light protection and use the Violet Transmuting Flame up, in, through and around you
within that Mantle of Light Protection •••••• Of
course, if uninterrupted harmony were to be consistently held within that Mantle, such Light
would be an invincible and eternal protection
to you so that such "tramp" thoughts could not
enter your world.
You see,

it is much easier
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to bar the door

to your consciousness and protect it by the use
of the Mantle of Light than it is to get rid of
such "tramp" thoughts once they have gained
entrance into your consciousness.
Your Mantle of Light can be of tremendous
assistance to you by holding free from the discord of the outer world all the substance and
energy of your four lower bodies which must live,
move and have their being in the lower atmosphere
of Earth at this time. Then the energies within
that protective Mantle of Light Eay be qualified
with any God-quality you desire. You may ask
your own Beloved "I AM" Presence to completely
saturate all the energies of your world with
any God-quality and make you a radiating center
of Its Presence and power to all you contact.
As We have said, in addition to this, you may
call to some Ascended Master to charge your world
with His Own Consciousness, feeling and fullgathered momentum of that same quality (for instance, call to Me for the quality of Happiness;
to Beloved Jesus for the qualities of Peace and
Healing; to Beloved Kuthumi for Illumination
and Understanding, etc.)
For a long time, you have been calling forth
and using your Mantle of Light as a protective
field of action - as a "negative" activity shall
We say - protection from the impact and intrusion into your worlds of the lower and astral
realms of this planet. Now let us use it also
as a "positive" radiating center to carry forth
to mankind from your worlds the gifts and blessings they require so much. Thus you become a
Sun of radiating Christ-virtue, right here while
still unascended. Then watch your feelings and
do not allow them to go off on a tangent from
their assignment of holding and radiating Happi25

nessr for because of long habits, of themselves
they may choose rather to play with those feelings of rebellion and resentment.
Moses Visited by Angel off Unity

You will remember that, after leaving the
Egyptian Court, I spent much time in restless
wandering in the desert. I seemed unable to
fathom either the reason for that feeling of
restlessness within My heart or to realize the
real purpose for My being. One day, the Great
Cosmic Angel of Unity (Beloved Micah) visited
Me in the desert.
There He parted the human veil for Me and enabled Me to understand
the commands which were given Me as to how I
was to go before Pharaoh and His Court to demand the release of the Israelites from their
bondage in that land. I was not only amazed
but somewhat frightened as well for, in that
embodiment as Moses of which I speak, I was
not eloquent of tongue. Right there I fell to
My knees and said: "0, Lord of Life!
Send
someone more qualified than I to persuade the
might of Pharaoh!" Yet, through My acceptance
of the Truth in Beloved Micah's tremendous message of the hour, that the true Name of God
was "I AM" ("I AM" THAT "I AM"!) I was filled
with sufficient strength,courage, and power to
return to Egypt and utilize those powers which
were Mine. So, through the assistance of the
Great Angel Micah and My use of His instruction in the performing of the various miraccles which are chronicled in your Bible, the
chains of slavery were loosed from those people
and we were able to leave the land of Egypt. ·
Until we had travelled quite a distance
into the wilderness, I had not realized that
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those Israelites did not come with Me because
they either believed My vision or because they
thought I was a Messenger of God, I found that
they came out with Me because they saw no other
way out of bondage!
So, when the Israelites came to the place
where the blazing Sun heated the desert sands
so that they blistered the soles of their feet
and when we came to a place where the vast multitude had neither food nor water, I knew what it
meant to feel the resentments of the reluctant
energies of the people and thousands of voices
crying out in disappointment, ( feeling that
they had been deliberately misled.)
During those times when I was the target for
so much of their resentment and rebellion, I
knelt often before the Lord of Hosts and prayed for assistance with all my heart. In answer to those prayers and calls for help, the
water sprang forth from the very rock itself as
you have often read and manna fell from Heaven!
Thus were our physical needs immediately and
satisfactorily met and we were all able to survive.
Beloved Micah told Me that we were to spend
some time in the wilderness, preparing for our
entrance into the Promised Land. To this end,
He instructed Me to ascend to the top of Mount
Sinai where I would receive from God the Law by
which to govern these people. When those who
were willing to accept this purification and
spiritual instruction were ready to enter the
Promised Land, they would then come with a greater realization of the Truth of the Word of God;
acceptance of His reality and a desire to wor-·
ship Him only.
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At the command of the Angel Micah, I obeyed
and ascended Mount Sinai where I received and
recorded upon the actual rock which was there,
the Law for that cycle. While I was thus engaged, right back into the thoughts and feelings
of the world of form; the flesh-pots of Egypt
and the worshipping of idols which they had
known, went My blessed people again!

"I AM" Presence and then Myself, magnetize the
feeling of Happiness, dear friends. Every personal victory of the Master Jesus over the limitations and distresses of this world contributed
a radiation of Happiness from Himself, not only
to His own life but to all the life about Him His Mother, His disciples and then radiating
out to bless all life.

Today, you stand at about the same place as
I stood then. There are more than three billions of people in embodiment on this Earth today, chafing under the chains of sorrow, sickness, lack and limitations of every conceivable
description and all calling for relief from their
distresses. Were you to suddenly loose them all
from their chains, after a short while you would
know what I mean when I say that you will remember Me and My experience in the coming days!
When the weight of the shackles is taken from
their wrists; when they are able to stand erect
again, and when the greatest of the discomforts
are alleviated, THEN WILL YOU SEE JUST HOW FAR
THEY WILL GO IN PLEADING FOR SPIRITUAL ENLIGHTENMENT!!! Because I know so well the tendencies
of the outer human consciousness, I come to you
today to offer My assistance in advance; so that
where I suffered much, YOU NEED NOT - if you will
heed My words and give Me opportunity to assist
you.

Think of the Happiness of the lepers whom
He made whole again; of the so-called "dead"
brought back to life again by His use of God's
Resurrection Flame. All such feelings are just
energy qualified by the very essence of Joy.
Since" like attracts like", those feelings arise and
are drawn into the Sphere of Happiness which it
is My honor and privilege to guard; directing
Its substance and feelings to any lifestream
who will call for them. In this Sphere is contained the feelings of Happiness of the Angelic
Hosts and the Laughter of the Gods (Ascended
Masters and Cosmic Beings).

If you will so invite Me, I shall move with
you and bring you victory, beloved friends, helping you to be poised and controlled in My feeling of Happiness, as you henceforth begin to
create and endeavor to sustain an atmosphere of
Happiness about you at all times.
By daily attention upon first your own Beloved
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Have you thought upon the Happiness of every
lifestream who has been given the Ascension
under the dispensations which have been granted
by the Great Cosmic Law, having rendered during
their embodiment here on Earth certain impersonal
service to life to the best of their ability,
through the giving of the tremendous "freeing
decrees" for some years past? Some of these
lifestreams left the Earth for the last time
from bodies which were wracked with great pain
and suffering. Would that you could know of
their feelings of gratitude when they knew themselves to be eternally free!
The carefree laughter of every child on Earth
and the joy from every soul to whose Happiness
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you have contributed in your personal associations
- all of that energy has come into Our Realm
and become part thereof. By your faithful and
loving service to the Cause of Freedom all through
these many years, you have made much life happy
- not only here on Earth but in the Higher
Realms as well.
Just think for a moment of the joy which is
felt by the Beloved Alpha and Omega when you
sing your loving gratitude to Them in your song
to the "Great Central Sun"! Many who now sing
those words had never even heard the Names of
Those Great Beings before!
You have also made your God-parents happy Beloved Helios and Vesta in your physical Sun.
Think of the happiness in Their hearts when
you are cognizant of Them and send Them your
sincere feelings of gratitude.
Do you realize that you have added, too,.
to the Happiness of Beloved Saint Germain,
Jesus, Mary, Morya and all Who are serving together to raise Earth into Freedom's Star. Now
We would like to reverse this procedure and
and give these feelings of the actual substance
of Happiness back to you, qualified and amplified by Our feeling of that God-virtue!

of your own God-self, PLEASE REMEMBER ME!
Keep your mental body alert to refuse acceptance to some "tramp" thoughts or feelings of
discord, should they come knocking at the door
of your consciousness for admittance. These may
be just something floating in the atmosphere;
they may come from a friend; from the radio,
from television or newspaper! Be alert and give
admission to your world only to that which will
keep you happy, free, buoyant and poised in
God- mastery at all times!
In the Name of the Most High Living God
"I AM"; in the Name of all Life which has ever
contributed to the Cosmic Happiness of creation
since the beginning of time, I now pour My Happiness Flame through the beloved students of Light
who desire to radiate God-Happiness to their
fellowman. I now pour My Happiness Flame through
their physical, etheric, mental and emotional
bodies and, since all life is one, I pour My
feeling of Happiness through them into the people
of Earth as well. According to your acceptance
of this blessing shall it manifest for you in
daily expression.
Just know that I shall hear your every call
and shall happily answer it instantly with My
feeling and Flame of that Happiness which

Remenber! When your inner bodies are completely happy, your physical forms will be buoyant and luminous expressing perfect health,
e terna.L youth and beauty. You see, the physical body is but the repository of all the vibratory action of your inner bodies. Therefore,
if you are sincere in wanting to be
an exponent of eternal youth and beauty and the Magnificence of the Divine expression of Perfection
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"I AM"

Lord
God
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Ling
Happiness

GOD LING BELOVED

God of' Happiness, God Ling Beloved,
Welcome to our hearts today.
By Your smiling Presence now remove
Every shadow from our way.
CHORUS
God Ling! God Ling! God Ling!
Happiness You bring;
Make Earth feel Your Presence Making every heart to sing!
Master, Teacher, Friend of our Fun Wey,
Teach us all Your mastery too;
Teach us how to let God's love hold sway Making joyous all we do.
Let Your buoyancy of' love release,
Fill our worlds with sunshine bright;
Help us walk the Pathway "Home" in ease Grateful! Making all things right!
Let Your consciousness of' victory won,
Lift the strain and stress from all.
Every gift of love from out the Sun
For You, dearest Friend, we call.
Hymn Tune - "He Keeps Me Singing"
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Address by
THE BELOVED ASCENDED MASTER
GOD LING

III

On the Release of The Cosmic Flame of Happiness
I am come in the Name of that Great "I AM"
Presence Who directed Me many, many centuries ago
to return into a realm of bondage and bring forth
a certain people whose Causal Bodies, whose ~ight
and whose very life were such that they might be
woven into a magnetic center to draw certain
Cosmic assistance into the planet Earth anc to
channel it into the mental and feeling worlds
of the people at that time.
I am come in the Name of the Cosmic "I AM"
Presence, the individualized White Fire Being
from whence your own "I AM" Presence has come
into existence and I am come in the Name of your
own individualized Presence Whose voice you have
not heard for too long - Whose activities have
not stirred within the outer brain and mind consciousness for long ages but Who is now coming
again through your intellectual acceptance of
It into greater and greater supremacy, through
the energies of your worlds.
I am come this morning to gather together
again a magnet made up of individual souls with
thinking and feeling consciousnesses, who can
and will offer themselves to draw those spiritual radiations which are a part of the Kingdom
of Heaven into the realm in which mankind presently abide. You are, therefore, conscious,
step-down transformers of radiations of harmony;
radiations of peace; radiations of faith and
love and balance and power - in so far as you
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become master of the energies of your own inner
bodies.
Beloved ones,
from the timB that the great
Supreme Source of All created the first individualized Presence and that Presence sent forth a
wave of Happiness, feeling and individualization
- from that time onward there has been builded
into the Body and Nature of God and the Uni verse
more and more of the quality of Happiness.
Every individualization, when it found the
capacity to think to feel, to say "I AM" - to
take primal Light and weave out of it perfection
- that individual contributed a burst of Happiness for the opportunity to be a co-creator with
the Universal First Cause! Every accomplishment
that the individualized "I AM" Presence made,
gave another reason for Happiness to pour into
the energies of the individual and as thought
and feeling - cooperating with the Divine Idea
- were precipitated as a magnificent pattern,
such as a beautiful flower,
a glorious song,
again was a wave of Happiness released through
the individual who developed the idea and released it to the Universe.
In addition a wave
of Happiness was in like manner released by every
one who benefi tted by the receiving of that beauty, whether it was looking upon a lovely flower
or whether it was listening to a magnificent
song; whether it was reading some beautiful phase
of truth - all contributed to this greater and
greater impetus of Cosmic Happiness at Inner
Levels.

ness. So through millions and millions of years,
the longer those Beings have served, the more
Happiness has been expanded through Them into
the world around Them.
Therefore, when We speak of the Kingdom of
Heaven as being a Kingdom of Happiness, We speak
truly,-, because all therein is joy in the use of
Life. Now in this Realm of Happiness and Bliss
to which the souls of men aspire, there is so
much of this vital energy which can be utilized
for the people of Earth that We have thought it
possible, through training your mind and outer
consciousness to magnetize some of that exuberance of spirit into - first, all you blessed
friends who comprise the student body and then,
through you, to all those constuctive souls in
the orthodox channels who are given the great
opportunity of setting mankind free.
Now, what are you doing this moment - you who
are here and you who read My words? Through your
thoughts• through your concentration upon Me;
through your feelings; through your etheric envelopes and through your flesh forms you are
magnetizing a seao1· vibrating qualified energy,
which Is the laughter and Happiness of the Angels
and Archangels; which is the Music of the Spheres;
which is the Victory Experienced and Radiated
through the Consciousness of Jesus Christ, the
Lord Buddha and every Being Who has used Life,
Triumphantly. So you are beneficiaries today of
a magnificent Cosmic outpouring of that happy
energy.

Now, beloved ones, when the Ascended Master
- when the Archangel - the Seraphim - the Cherubim, or the Angelic Host serve, the buoyancy
in Their energy is a natural outflow of Happi-

Those of you who have lived and worked with
various Avatars and Masters throughout the ages
will feel the release of the particularly qualified energy which was part of Their mission
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and which has become part of the Kingdom ascending with Them in the Glory of Their Causal Bodies!
Now that Happiness comes back along the Seven
Rays today because there is always a great Master
Presence, or a great World Teacher representing
each of the Seven Rays, watching your progress.
All of that God-qualified Happiness that dwells
in the Ascended Master Realm is flowing now to
you and all dedicated souls, aided by those seven
facets of force for the relief and release of
the consciousness of mankind which will eventually free them from the sense of labor by the
sweat of the brow and service by duty and heaviness of spirit.
Now ple.ase accept that, beloved friends of
Light; accept it within yourselves! You have done
well, exceedingly well,
in the control of your
thought processes, keeping your consciousnesses
as free as possible from depressing thoughts thoughts that let in vibrations which would and
have formed a shroud of human creation around
you. You have turned away consciously many times
in the course of a day from a thought that ordinarily would find a good home and much care within the compass of your mental bodies.
When one starts upon the Spiritual Path, the
first part of the activity takes a great deal
more energy than later on when you come into
control of your vehicles - because the natural
rapidity of the motion of the electrons that
make up your atoms will be such that it will deflect all lower vibratory actions as long as
your conscious mind and feeling self do not allow
your inner bodies to "play" with that discord.
Now, I explain this to you, repeating it again
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this morning, because I want to give you a visual
example. Our Beloved Master Saint Germain has
said He wishes to give you as much visual help
as is possible in order to assist you in coming
to an acceptance of the Freedom Flame. For this
purpose, I will use three of the substances that
are in common use - coal, wood and paper - and
let you see for yourselves the action of the
Flame upon the three. We will first take the
very dense substance which you know as coal.
Now, the vibratory action of the electrons as
they move around the atoms that make up the substance of coal is very slow and very, very little
Light radiates forth from the electrons. Therefore, when you expose the coal itself to the
Flame, you do not have as a result the immediate
igniting of that substance. In other words,
this coal is respresentative of the mass consciousness of mankind and in i t3 reaction to the
physical Flame (a lighted match) you have about
the same reaction to the Sacred Fire by the
people of the world to the higher teaching.
Next, We will take an activity which perhaps
would represent your constructiv~ orthodox people, namely the wood •••• In wood the vibratory
action is more rapid. There is more Light in
the electron; the wood itself is lighter than
coal, even physically, and is more susceotible
to the absorption of the radiation of the Flame,
yet even wood, which We will compare to the consciousness of the constructive people of the
world, does not respond very rapidly to the action of the physical Flame nor proportionately
to the Sacred Fire.
Lastly, We will take the activity of paper
which is the closest We can come at the moment to
a visual test of pointing out to you the vibratory
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action which your own inner bodies would at
present show. The electrons that make up paper
vibrate more rapidly than those of wood. It is
also lighter in weight from a physical standpoint
- there is greater space between the electrons
there is more light within each atom and, of
co ur-s e , we know when we apply the physical Flame
to it, we immediately have a blaze.
Now, beloved ones, through these illustrations
I wish to point out the various consciousnesses
you will contact in your mission of spreading
the knowledge of the Sacred Fire. You beloved
students drawing the power of the Sacred Love
of the Sacred Fire form the impetus that will
light the great constructive orthodox world and
later the unbelieving world at large. If sustainsd, by the lighter radiation of the students
who .magnetize the Flame, this Endeavor can eventually illumine the great heavy Earth Itself.
Now, beloved ones, think that through thoroughly that you may get the picture and get it clearly.
Here We have the Immortal Flame of God Almighty:
We call It the Sacred Love of the Sacred Fire of
the Ascended Master Saint Germa:i n. We have within
this room a handful of people representative of'
the Light within the paper. As We draw the power
of Happiness into the vibratory action of' that
paper. (representative of your consciousness)
it would ignite the consciousness and the feeling
world of the constructive people who are represented by the small pieces of wood. If you
sustain the activities, the radiation from your
class work, you can have a world conflagration
eventually. This is the activity the Ascended
Master Saint Germain desires to make of Earth
a freedom Star - to bring It back again into a
self-luminous planet in our system which radiates
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Di vine Love and Light and all of the powers from
within the Heart of the Sacred Fire into the
realm of' mankind. But, if the student body's
inner consciousness is as heavy as the coal, if
they are as dense, through depressed feelings
and thoughts and etheric memories as the wood;
if' they are not conductors for this cosmic radiation, there is NO way by which We can reach
the masses.
Considering the short distance from Egypt to
Jerusalem, some of' you have wondered why I said
the journey would take seven years, why this
shorter length of time than the forty years mentioned in your Bible. I want to explain to you
- those of' you who may be interested in the exodus
- that when I was privileged in the heart of' the
desert to contact the consciousness of' My individualized "I AM" Presence, the great Archangel
Michael had sent His Own beloved Son, the beloved Micah, to give to the Jewish Dispensation
the same Cosmic protection which Cherubim Lovelee now holds for this present Activity.... ( In
the Seventh Ray Dispensation - Lord Micah has
succeeded Cherubim Lovelee). That great Micah
was the focus of Cosmic Union (which was the
purpose of' My mission) and He came to unite the
consciousness of the Jewish race once more with
the One God. When beloved Micah stood within
the burning bush (as you have heard described)
from within that bush I heard the voice of the
Presence, the voice which said "I AM THAT I AM "!
At that moment I was filled with that infinite
radiation which comes when you realize and feel
your own Presence! From that moment on as I returned into the land of Egypt. I received the
assistance of the beloved Micah and all the
Higher Powers that worked there. They helped Us
to draw together that mass of' people who were
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chafing under the bonds of slavery - under the
whip of the Pharaohs - and under the discontent
of the lot which was theirs.
These people had been for some time part and
parcel of' Egypt; they had forgotten to a great
extent the original teaching of' the One God;
many of them had accepted the idolatry and the
Egyptian way of life in their hearts and in their
feelings. With certain persuasions and certain
so-called miracles they were drawn out of' their
bondage and slavery but they were by no manner
of means ready to be the magnetic power to form
a new world movement. I was directed, after
removing them from Egypt, to draw them together
as closely as possible in an endeavor to teach
them ·k) become a magnetic power of' Light as I
ascended Mount Sinai. It was meant to take,
according to the Cosmic Law, seven years to bring
forth a specific God-instruction which was to
form the heart of the Law for the two thousand
year cycle~ even now as We are bringing the Law
to you and you are writing it down far more easily
that I did then - I had to chisel every letterbf the divine instruction that I received upon
the hard rock. You write so easily upon your
typewriter; with your pen; on your lovely stationery, you do not know how difficult it was
in those times not only to write upon stone those
instructions given but it seemed often that the
hearts of the men with whom I was working were
as hard as that stone - discontented with their
lot, desiring to return to the "fleshpot:;1 of'
Egypt" and not eager at all within themselves
to accept the fuller truth which it was My priv ••
ilege and honor to bring.
So it was that I ascended Mount Slna.i, Every
time I was enabled to enter into communion with
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the infinite "I AM" presence, there would be
discontent_ within the ranks of the people who
had come with Me and who were to form the magnet
for God's endeavor. that is why we remained for
those long forty years doing that which might
have been accomplished in seven ••••• That rs why
I also remained with them and suffered their
many petty jealousies and selfishnesses, also
how I lost My own patience and My own God-control,
in anger at My fellowman. That is why, too,
(in that embodiment) I lost the opportunity for
the full freedom of My Ascension. When I came
again I was determined within Myself that I
would try to bring Happiness into the world and
lives of those who serve God!
You see, beloved ones, I was raised in the
house of Pharaoh, I was raisad with a certain
occult background, a certain spiritual understanding of the Law and then, through a misunderstanding I spent many years in the desert.
but I did not forget the beauty - I did not
forget the easy way of living that prevailed
within the Pharaoh's court. And in those years
after We had proceeded across the Red Sea and
after We had entered the desert wilderness in
those years I used to think with some bitterness,
I must confess, that perhaps it might have been
better for all concerned if I had remained in the
Court of Pharaoh; continued My studies at Karnak,
Thebes and Luxor and become a Master individually
within the safe compass of those surroundings.
(Of course those were the thoughts of my human
self). Then the mercy of the Law allowed Me to
embody as the disciple and close friend of the
Lord Gautama Buddha that I could see how He made
a renunciation far greater than Mine, for He
renounced a throne in India, turning His back
on all it represented and carried forth His mis43

sion with never a regret and never a backward
glance, with never a wish or desire that He had
not chosen the easier way of redeeming the people
of the world f'rom within the safe compass of His
Own Throne.
It was the balance of mercy of the
Law that allowed Me, through association with
the Buddha, to make right My Own world, My inner
bodies and My flesh, which had to be redeemed
before the glory of the Ascension could be Mine.
It is the same with you, lovely ones, whoever
you are and wherever you move along the Pathway
of Life.
That which you do in the Name of God,
you must do in joyous Happiness or you will have
to do it again in the company of an Individual
Who has already achieved that Mastery and find
Happiness in service to your God.
If you do not
do it here - if your service is done in heaviness, if you find your load more pressing than
you can bear, you will have to work out at Inner
Levels that imperfection, etherical.Ly, mentally
emotionally or come back and work it out physically. So, I ask that as this Flame of Happiness passes through your as the concentrate of
that essence and that mighty energy surges in a
living, powerful and positive Flame, I ask that
you allow your inner bodies - etheric, mental,
emotional and also your flesh - to be "conductors" of the Sacred Love of the Sacred Fire into
the outer worldr then the constructive people
in the outer world will project it and flash it
again and again into the great masses who are
still sieeping in the lethargy of the outer self.

EXPLANATION
OF TITLES "GOD" AND "LORD"

When a spiritually awakened lifestream, has
finally fulfilled His or Her Divine Plan and
gained the full victory of the Ascension, that
One has become ONE with His or Her own God-Self
and becomes thereafter a GOD of Creation also then having full use of all the God-powers of
Divinity.
If such an One, during the course of His or
Her evolution in the world of form, has drawn
about Himself and into His Causal Body an unusually great momentum of some particular Virtue
of God-perfection ( in God Ling's case - the
Virtue of perfect Happiness)then, after the Ascension, that one is known as "Lord" or "THE
LAW" of that Virtue or Quality. Therefore, our
Beloved "Ling" is known -- both as God Ling and
"Lord" Ling. In the Bible, the words "Lord God"
refer to "The Law of God".

Unto you, each and everyone,
for your presence ( even in thought) with us, for your comprehension of this Law and for staying with the activity of the Law, to you all - We give the
Gratitude of Our Cosmic Hearts. Thank you so much.
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